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ABSTRACT: Using multiple biological markers to establish the fingerprint of a harvest location, individual cod Gadus morhua L. can be classified to their population of origin without error. A combined
approach to classification using otolith microchemistry, otolith shape analysis, body morphometry,
microbacterial assemblages, internal and external parasites, and microsatellite DNA was found to be
more powerful than by any single technique. Binomial and multinomial logistic regression analyses
were used to distinguish wild from farmed fish and subsequently to determine the precise harvest
origin of each individual. Two new approaches were used: one focusing on optimal or key variables
from each discipline and the other using probability values derived on a technique-by-technique
basis. Cod from widely separated origins were classified with high (up to 100% correct) placement
success. Focusing on the placement of individual fish, this study represents a decisive advance
toward identifying fish harvested from protected populations.
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Morphometry
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INTRODUCTION
Many populations of fish are overexploited (Christensen et al. 2003), which has detrimental socioeconomic consequences for nations and communities
reliant on sustainable fisheries (Jackson et al. 2001,
Pauly et al. 2002, Pauly et al. 2003). Atlantic cod
(Gadus morhua L.) is one of the most important com*Email: ruth@uac.pt
†
Deceased

mercial fish species in the north Atlantic region, having strong social and cultural associations (Kurlansky
1999). Reductions in numbers of cod due to changing
environmental conditions and overexploitation have
been detected in several regions including the east
coast of Canada (O’Driscoll et al. 2000, Bundy 2001),
the Baltic Sea (Jonzen et al. 2002), and the North Sea
(Cook et al. 1997, Hutchinson et al. 2003). As over© Inter-Research 2010 · www.int-res.com
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fished populations recover slowly (Hutchings 2000),
removing fishing pressure from such populations is
critical for their recovery.
Stock separation and population discrimination techniques have been developing rapidly in fisheries research (e.g. Nielsen et al. 2001, Thorrold et al. 2001).
The core principle of discrimination is that individuals
from disparate areas (or from discrete stocks or populations) display different characteristics for a given individual trait. Useful grouping factors and identifiers for
Atlantic cod include: genetic markers (Bentzen et al.
1996, Jonsdóttir et al. 1999, Ruzzante et al. 1999), life
history traits (Begg 2005); meristic (Templeman 1981,
Pepin & Carr 1993, Swain et al. 2001); otolith elemental composition (Campana et al. 1999, Gibb et al. 2007),
otolith shape (Campana & Casselman 1993, Galley et
al. 2006, Stransky et al. 2008), parasite assemblages
(Larsen et al. 1997, MacKenzie & Abaunza 2005), and
morphometric characters (Pepin & Carr 1993, Swain et
al. 2001). Whereas several individual traits may be
suitable indicators of the geographic origins of individual fish, it is most likely that the ideal fingerprint is a
combination of several characters. Genetics, for example, are useful proxies of the long-term distribution
patterns in cod (Ruzzante et al. 1999), whereas features
such as otolith chemistry and parasites reflect conditions to which the individual fish has been exposed,
reflecting events that occurred during the lifetime of
the individual (Williams et al. 1992, Gibb et al. 2007).
Thus, multi-disciplinary approaches are probably the
best option for fish discrimination and traceability
(Waldman 1999, Cadrin et al. 2005), but their potential
has rarely been empirically explored.
Traceability of fish is an allied concept to stock discrimination, but it goes further, as it exploits known or
suspected differences between fish from different
areas to determine the region or stock from which any
one individual may have been derived. Traceability
techniques can therefore be used to determine the origins of individual fish for which the harvest location is
in doubt (Primmer et al. 2000), and, thus, the foremost
application of traceability lies in the identification and
verification of illegal fishing activity (DEFRA 2004).
Further, given increased farming activity that may lead
to farmed fish being misrepresented as wild-caught
fish, traceability can also benefit consumers through
the detection of fraudulent claims to the origin of
seafood products (Jacquet & Pauly 2008).
Stock discrimination techniques can be employed for
traceability purposes (Nielsen et al. 2001, Thorrold et
al. 2001). Nielsen et al. (2001) showed that some specific cod stocks could be traced to their origins with 96
to 100% success using genetic microsatellite tags
alone. However, recently established populations, indicated by weak gene genealogies (Carr et al. 1995,

Árnason 2004) and/or weak genetic differentiation
(Pampoulie et al. 2008), could be difficult to recognise
genetically and would be better distinguished using
biological methods that detect variability in the phenotype of the organism rather than the genotype (Swain
and Foote 1999). In such circumstances, otolith elemental signatures, morphometric differences, and
other such potential markers of origin are likely to
enhance discrimination.
The present study brings together 6 different biological techniques to establish a method for determining
the harvest origins of individual cod. We evaluate the
ability of each technique both singly and in conjunction as identifiers of these origins. We also attempt to
define the smallest set of variables that could place fish
accurately to their geographic origins. By applying 6
different techniques to the same individual fish, the
present study represents one of the first multidisciplinary studies of population structure, and the first to
apply a combined marker analysis for traceability.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Collection of fish and processing. Atlantic cod (n =
1133) were collected from 7 areas in northern Europe:
5 open water locations (Baltic, Celtic, Irish, and North
Seas and Icelandic waters) and 2 fish farms (Iceland,
Scotland) (Fig. 1). The Skagerrak region was considered to belong to the North Sea in accordance with
current demarcation by the International Council for
Exploration of the Sea (ICES 2005). Farmed fish samples were collected from indoor systems at the Experimental Marine Fishfarm of the Marine Research
Institute of Reykjavík, Iceland, and Orkney Marine
Hatcheries Ltd, Scotland (see supplement at www.intres.com/articles/suppl/m404p197_app.pdf).
Sampling occurred during spring 2002 (Feb to May),
autumn 2002 (Aug to Dec.) and spring 2003 (Jan to
May). Spring aggregations were composed of a greater
number of spawning fish (Fig. 2) and were therefore
more likely to be representative of the stock in each
region. Contrarily, the autumn samples were understood to have been composed of mixed-stock feeding
aggregations, representing several spawning stocks.
This sampling strategy allowed us to determine an approach for individual fish from each region.
A biological fingerprint of each individual fish
origination from each of the sampled regions was
determined using 6 techniques: body and otolith morphometrics, microsatellite loci, otolith chemical composition, bacteria, and parasite assemblages. In total, 372
variables were extracted from each individual fish (see
supplement for details on the methodology for each
technique).
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variables from that technique most
likely to be useful as biological tags
(Table 1, and see statistical analysis
below), resulting in a total of 60 variables per fish for combined testing
(i.e. 10 variables for each of the 6 techniques). For the multi-disciplinary
statistical analysis, a prerequisite was
the availability of all 60 of these variables from each individual fish, which
reduced the number of fish available for multi-disciplinary analysis to
482 (Table 2). First-season Icelandicfarmed fish were not included in this
study since samples were collected
later than anticipated and as such could
Fig. 1. Locations at which fish were sampled. Wild origins were: Icelandic wano longer be considered alongside
ters (m), Celtic Sea (), Irish Sea (J), North Sea (d) and Baltic Sea (Q). Flag
labels indicate farmed origins. nd:
other spring samples.
Each cod was classified as being of
either wild or farmed origin using
Statistical analysis. All fish (n ≥ 564) sampled from
cross-validated probabilities derived from logistic
each harvest region were used for analysis by each
regression (binomial classification). Subsequently, fish
individual method. The full complement of samples
of wild origin were assigned to 1 of the 5 wild populawas used in order to optimise the performance of each individual approach,
Table 1. Statistical tool used to determine probabilities for each biological
technique. DFA: discriminant function analysis; MLP: multi-layer perceptron.
giving individual techniques an advanStepwise procedures were used to select the 10 most useful variables for subtage over the combined statistical
sequent analysis. na: not available
approach that followed (see below) with
respect to the number of samples anaTechnique
Statistical approach
Stepwise procedure
lysed. A selection of biological markers
was determined from each individual
Microbiology
DFA
Stepwise DFA
technique based on expertise and stanMicrosatellites
Bayesian assignment (Structure)
na
dard statistical approaches (see suppleBody
morphometrics
DFA
Stepwise
DFA
ment & Table 1), and these selected biological markers were combined across
Otolith elemental
DFA
Stepwise DFA
composition
techniques and used in subsequent
analyses.
Otolith morphometry
DFA
Stepwise DFA
This initial analysis by each individual
Parasitology
Neural network (MLP)
Stepwise DFA
technique was used to identify the top 10

Spent 2%

Spent 2%

a

b
Spent
22%

N.D.
23%

Spawning
12%

c

Maturing
36%

N.d.
34%

Immature
9%
Maturing
34%

Immature
28%

Spawning
18%

N.d.
22%

Maturing
36%

Immature
22%

Fig. 2. Maturity status of samples from each season: (a) spring 2002, (b) autumn 2002, (c) spring 2003. N.d.: not determined
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Table 2. Sample sizes by area and year for fish included in all
analyses. In each region, 60 fish were sampled per season.
Fish were only included in the study if viable information was
obtained for all techniques. Samples for the first season, spring
2002, were poor for many regions due to logistical difficulties
Region

Baltic Sea
Celtic Sea
Iceland farm
Icelandic waters
Irish Sea
North Sea
Scottish farm
Grand total

Spring
2002

Autumn
2002

Spring
2003

Grand
total

14
14
18
17
18
32

16
44
28
22
29
25
31

32
23
28
24
14
26
27

62
81
56
64
60
69
90

113

195

174

482

tions (multinomial classification), while those of farmed
origin were assigned to 1 of the 2 potential sources
(Icelandic vs. Scottish farm).
Given the number of biological variables collected
for this study (despite the removal of noisy variables
from each technique), and to avoid over-fitting of the
regression model, 2 novel methods were considered
for utilising the available data: an optimal variable
approach and a probabilities approach (Higgins 2005,
Stefánsson et al. 2009).
The optimal variables were selected in a series of
steps. Initially, 10 variables from each technique were
selected using analyses performed on data from that
technique alone (Table 1). Subsequently, 60 variables
were used in a combined model, comprising: 10 body
morphometric measurements, 10 otolith morphometrics, 10 otolith elemental signatures from the core of
the otolith, 10 otolith elemental signatures from the
edge of the otolith, 10 microbial signatures, and 10 parasite species. These variables were analysed in concert
in a stepwise logistical regression model, and the best
overall variables were selected for each step in the
classification hierarchy (wild vs. farmed, wild origins
only, and farmed origins only).
The probabilities approach integrated data generated by each biological technique, representing the
likelihood of every individual fish being harvested
from each of the given source populations, using classification by that technique alone. Each biological
technique was analysed using a conventional statistical tool for that data type (Table 1), and the resulting
probabilities of belonging to each population (as predicted by that technique) were combined in a single
classification analysis. For each technique, probabilities were derived for each level of the classification
hierarchy. In the first instance, 2 probabilities were derived; the probability of being farmed, and the probability of being wild in origin. In a second analysis, 2 fur-

ther probabilities were derived for the individuals
determined to be of farmed origin in the preceding
step; the probability of being Icelandic-farmed and the
probability of being Scottish-farmed. In the final step,
individuals identified as being wild in step 1 were
assigned a probability value of being from 1 of the 5
wild origins, resulting in 5 probability values.
Clearly, in terms of the derived probabilities, the binomial choices demonstrated multicollinearity; therefore only one of the provided probabilities was used in
the analysis, for example in determining the wild/
farmed classification, only the probability (p) of the
individual being wild was considered, since the probability (p’) of the fish being farmed was p’ = 1 – (p). Similarly for farmed fish, only the probability of being Icelandic was included, since the probability of being
Scottish was 1 – p(Icelandic).
Interpretation of the most useful variables was
slightly modified for the multinomial decisions (distinguishing between wild origins) under the probabilities
approach. The probabilities for each technique were
considered to be a unit, and therefore if one probability was needed to place individuals, all probabilities
were considered necessary for that technique. In the
case of microsatellites for example, where p (Baltic)
and p (Irish) were selected as being the most useful
variables, all microsatellite probabilities were retained
in the final statistical model.
For the placement of individuals binomial logistic
regression was performed using SPSS 10.0, and multinomial logistic regression was carried out using Genstat 6.1 (VSN International) (Payne 2002).

RESULTS
Cod from widely separated origins were classified
with high success using both the optimal variable
approach and the probabilities approach. Using individual optimal variables, at least 92.8% of the individuals were correctly placed back to their harvest origins
(Table 3). The probabilities approach exceeded this
level of classification accuracy by correctly identifying
the origins of every individual analysed in this study,
i.e. 100%. Both of the approaches used on combined
biological techniques provided better classification
than any one technique used in isolation (Table 3).
The hierarchy used in classification allows for the
clear identification of difficult classification decisions
in the present study. Wild and farmed individuals, for
example, were clearly identified using both the optimal variable and probabilities approaches, with the
origins of each fish being correctly attributed (Table 3).
The distinction between farms was also highly successful, with the optimal variable technique being
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Table 3. Cross-season stable variables selected for classification for each test. WF: Wild or farmed origin; FF: farm of origin;
WW: wild location of origin. S1, S2, and S3 are the levels of classification success for each of season 1, season 2, and season 3 for
the group of variables listed. For optimised variables, number in parentheses represents the number of markers needed from
each technique (see Table 5 for details)
Test

Optimised variables

S1

S2

S3

Derived probabilities

S1

S2

S3

WF

Microsatellites
Body morphometrics (1)
Otolith elemental concentration (1)
Parasite species (4)

100

100

100

Body morphometrics
Otolith morphometry
Parasites

100

100

100

FF

Microsatellites
Microbiology (1)

–

100

98.2

Body morphometrics
Otolith morphometry

–

100

100

WW

Microsatellites
Body morphometrics (5)
Otolith elemental concentrations (7)
Microbiology (1)
Otolith morphometry (1)
Parasite species (6)

100

92.8

99.1

Microbiology
Microsatellites
Body morphometrics
Otolith morphometry
Parasites

100

100

100

of the fish, otolith morphometry, and parasites using
marginally less useful than the probabilities approach.
logistic regression.
Considering that in a binomial classification the classiThe 2 groups of farmed fish (a binomial choice) could
fication by chance alone equates to 50% correct classibe separated with microsatellite probabilities in comfication, it becomes clear that both the optimal variable
bination with 1 parasite species and 1 bacterial species
and the probabilities approaches are highly reliable
(Table 5). With derived probabilities, body morphomethods of determining the harvest origin for the
metrics in combination with otolith morphometry were
farmed fish considered here. With the determination of
sufficient.
the wild harvest locations, probabilities continued to
Wild origins were more difficult to distinguish (a
perform to the highest level correctly placing all of the
multinomial choice), requiring a greater number of
fish in question. The optimal variable technique was
biological markers than either of the binomial choice
once again slightly less accurate, being 92.8% in seatests. Several morphometric measurements from the
son 2 and 99.1% in season 3.
body of the fish, in addition to several otolith elemental
The variables on which the classification analyses
concentrations, an otolith morphometric parameter,
were based are outlined in Table 4. Relatively few variables were needed to achieve the high
classification accuracy. It was possible
to determine the origins of wild and
Table 4. Percentage of individual cod correctly classified using probability data
based on multiple biological techniques (MBT) compared to the separate analyfarmed cod using both the derived
sis for bacterial assemblage (BA), body morphometry (BM), microsatellite loci
probabilities and the optimised set of
(ML), otolith chemistry (OC), otolith morphometry (OM), and parasite assemvariables from each technique. The list
blages (PA). Using the same model across seasons and years, each approach was
of variables, stable across all seasons
optimised to best distinguish between farmed and wild fish (WF), between farms
(FF), and among wild locations (WW). N: minimum number of cod analysed for
and each type of data (optimised varieach test. na: only one farm sampled this season. *Uses Celtic, Irish, and North
ables or derived probabilities), is shown
Seas as a single population, and analysed a minimum of 50 cod per population
in Table 5.
In terms of the variables required to
Factors
N
Classification
obtain these high levels of classificaTest
Season
MBT BA
BM ML* OC OM
PA
tion, wild and farmed fish (a binomial
choice) were best distinguished with
WF
1
113
100 86.3
na
92.1 79.4 92.6 100.0
logistic regression using optimised vari2
276
100 92.9 98.5 56.8 68.1 89.1 99.3
ables consisting of microsatellite proba3
175
100 92.5 96.1 71.2 77.8 89.3 100.0
bilities, one morphometric measure,
FF
2
59
100 77.4 67.7 95.1 84.0 93.3 54.2
one element from the core of the fish
3
55
100 71.1 70.0 94.1 93.9 98.9 52.7
otolith, and several parasite species
WW
1
81
100 70.8 55.7 70.1 49.4 50.4 86.2
(Table 5). Where derived probabilities
2
217
100 63.7 73.6 75.1 60.9 70.5 89.5
were used, wild and farmed individuals
3
120
100 71.7 52.6 48.2 68.8 48.5 85.7
were best distinguished with morphoOverall
564
100 71.7 61.3 70.1 66.9 68.0 80.4
metric measurements of the entire body
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Table 5. Cross-season variables selected for classification for
each test, using microsatellite probabilities, morphometric
measurements (m), bacterial species (gm), elemental com
positions of the core (c), and edge (e) of the otolith, otolith
morphometry harmonics (Fdreal), and parasite species. Other
abbreviations as in Table 4. Information in parentheses is
provided to help identify the technique to which the marker
belongs. Further information on markers is available in the
supplement at www.int-res.com/articles/suppl/m404p197_
app.pdf, including a map of morphometric measurements
(Fig. S1), an explanation of morphometric harmonics, and otolith elemental analysis. Bacterial species were identified by a TRFLP peak resulting in numerical nomenclature, e.g. 456 (gm)
Optimised variables

Derived probabilities

WF

Microsatellites
ab (m)
Mg24 (c)
Contracaecum osculatum
Derogenes varicus
Echinorhynchus gadi
Hysterothylacium aduncum

Body morphometrics
Otolith morphometry
Parasites

FF

Microsatellites
456 (gm)
Contracaecum osculatum

Body morphometrics
Otolith morphometry

WW Microsatellites
bc (m)
di (m)
fg (m)
gm (m)
ko (m)
Ba137 (c)
Cu63 (c)
Mg25 (c)
Mn55 (c)
Rb85 (c)
Rb85 (e)
Sr86 (e)
268 (gm)
Fdimag2
Anisakis simplex
Caligus elongatus
Contracaecum osculatum
Derogenes varicus
Echinorhynchus gadi
Hemiurus communis

Microbiology
Microsatellites
Body morphometrics
Otolith morphometry
Parasites

and one bacterial species, were needed in this classification (Table 5). More probabilities were also needed
for discriminating between fish from wild locations.
Under the probabilities approach, wild populations
were distinguished using body morphometrics, otolith
morphometrics, microsatellites, parasites, and bacterial probabilities.

DISCUSSION
Classification studies in fisheries biology have been
numerous and diverse. Although the literature is rich,
it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions regarding

the ideal set of biological tags for tracing individuals of
a given species back to their harvest origins, which has
lead biologists to consider the potential of taking a
more holistic perspective (Waldman 1999, Cadrin et al.
2005). In fact, most research has focused on only one
biological approach, with few studies considering the
potential of using several techniques in concert (e.g.
Meng & Stocker 1984, Pepin & Carr 1993, Roldan et al.
2000). A set of biological characters and a set of biological techniques that are temporally stable for classification of Atlantic cod have been derived in the present
study, and it has been shown that in order to obtain an
efficient and accurate classification model for traceability of Atlantic cod, it is essential to combine information from disparate biological disciplines.
In the present study, statistical analysis for traceability was performed in a series of stages. The initial stage
was to determine how well individual techniques differentiated fish from each source area. One of the stipulations we made for this approach was that the full
complement of samples would used. For example,
where data were available for body morphometry but
not for otolith elemental analysis (due to the otolith
being aragonite, etc.), these fish were still included in
classification using morphometry. In this way we intentionally gave individual techniques an advantage over
the combined statistical approach. Despite increased
rigour, combined methods consistently outperformed
individual techniques.
Combined biological identifiers were evaluated
using a 2-step hierarchical method. Initially, each cod
was classified as being of either wild or farmed origin
using cross-validated probabilities derived from logistic regression (binomial classification). Subsequently, if
a fish was classified as being of wild origin, it was then
assigned to 1 of the 5 wild populations (multinomial
classification). Similarly, if a fish was determined to be
of farmed origin, it was then placed to 1 of the 2 potential sources (Icelandic vs. Scottish farm). Due to restrictions in the software used, a jack-knife procedure was
applied to validate the binomial logistic regression
model, whereas the multivariate logistic regression
model was validated using a separate holdout validation method as follows: the multivariate predictive
model was constructed using 80% of the data, with the
remaining 20% used for validation, rotating the training and validation sets. This ensured that each individual was included in a validation set while also taking
care not to use that individual when constructing the
model in the same instance. The mean classification
using these rotated sets was taken as the classification
success.
The optimal variable approach used a subset of the
variables available in their respective forms (standardised for age and standard length where appropriate),
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with the exception of microsatellite data. Due to their
co-dominant nature, microsatellite data did not combine legitimately with non-genetic data, and could
have been compromised by treating it in such a manner. Therefore, genetic data were analysed with the
software Structure (Pritchard et al. 2000), and the raw
genetic data were used to produce a series of 7 probabilities, representing the likelihood of inclusion in each
source population. Structure uses a clustering approach to classification and consequently, on occasion,
individuals from different sampling locations were
determined to cluster into a single group. The group
North/Celtic for example, composed of individuals
from both the North Sea and the Celtic Sea, was identified for the season 1 placement of wild fish, indicating
that these populations were not distinguishable using
the selected microsatellite markers (see Pampoulie et
al. 2008). Structure allows the number of populations
to be predefined (there were 5 populations for wildcaught fish), thus the joined category was represented
twice in the classification results for microsatellites,
once in place of the North Sea, and once in place of the
Celtic Sea. In cases such as these, the mean value of
the 2 categories was calculated, and this mean value
was taken to be the probability of having come from
each area in isolation. As clustering with Structure is
mainly linked to the genetic divergence of the samples
used, determining binomial probabilities of a fish
being either farmed or wild in origin proved challenging: genetic divergence did not naturally fall into just 2
groups. Therefore, 7 predefined origins were used for
the farm-wild decision, representing each origin separately. The probability of being of farmed or wild origin
was then calculated by summing the probabilities of
being from each of the individual farms or wild localities, respectively.
Reducing microsatellite data to a set of probabilities
also benefited the classification model as the dimensionality of the input was considerably reduced. This
method converted qualitative data (genotypes) into
quantitative data. Subsequently, genotypes can be
handled statistically as if they were quantitative data.
A similar approach was taken by Stefánsson et al.
(2009) where genotypes (converted to quantitative
data with Structure) were correlated with spatial dimensions. In the current application, genetic probabilities were combined with the chosen biological markers from each of the remaining techniques.
Previous studies have reported varying levels discriminatory success among fish populations. In some
cases, high levels of classification have been reported:
up to 96% for seabream (Palma & Andrade 2002) and
bogue (Power et al. 2005), and 96 to 100% for cod
(Nielsen et al. 2001), using morphometrics, parasites,
and microsatellites respectively. Although relatively
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successful, these studies did not test the strength of
their technique in a broader context. In the present
study, by contrast, it was possible to place wild Atlantic
cod with 100% accuracy to origins across a broad geographic area of northern Europe, which included
populations that no technique alone could discriminate
with more than 89.5% accuracy (Table 3, see WW season 2).
Farmed and wild fish clearly differ in several respects due to sharp contrasts in their environmental
conditions, since every aspect of the environment of
farmed individuals is controlled by direct human intervention. Water quality, diet, photoperiod, etc., affect
the phenotype of farmed individuals. Consequently,
during the present study, it was found that farmed fish
had distinctly fewer parasites than wild caught individuals, which could be due to regular anti-parasitic treatments at the farms, artificial feeds, etc. Such clear differences should be utilised to distinguish fish from
farmed and wild origins, a distinction that has been
known to be of interest to consumers (McCarthy 2002).
For similar reasons the ability to distinguish between
farmed origins can be useful, which can be readily
done, as shown in the present study.
Why particular markers are better suited to each
level of separation is an interesting subject. In some
cases it was clear why certain markers performed best
in separating fish from different sources. In separating
wild from farmed fish, for example, parasites were virtually absent from the tissues sampled from both fish
farms. Where parasites were present, a number of key
species clearly separated the 2 groups without error.
Although no clear reason can be established for the
usefulness of morphometric characters in the wild vs.
farmed decision, we can conjecture that the plasticity
of morphological development is affected by the artificial environment, manipulated diet, etc., and there is
some evidence of such whole body (e.g. Hard et al.
2000, Wintzer & Motta 2005, Janhunen et al. 2009) and
otolith (Tomas & Geffen 2003, Hussy 2008) morphological responses to captivity by other species.
From a conservation perspective it is often more relevant to distinguish individuals from several wild origins. Illegal fishing is a common issue, which can be
difficult both to detect and to prove (Jensen & Vestergaard 2002). Our methods offer a tool with which to
prove or disprove offered testimonies. This tool is dependent upon a multivariate approach and the availability of a broad range of biological samples. In some
circumstances it may be impossible to use individual
variables from a range of disciplines, for example, if
fish have been eviscerated at sea, visceral parasites
will be missing. Long-lived parasites, such as the nematode larvae Anisakis simplex s.l and Contracaecum
osculatum, encyst both in visceral connective tissue
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and in muscle (Rokicki et al. 1993, Strømnes & Andersen 1998) and could be useful characters in eviscerated
fish. In any classification study, the resources available
dictate the approach taken. We have shown the potential of using whole techniques in concert as well as
selecting particular available variables from a range of
disciplines, both approaches being entirely reliable.
Knowing that the distribution of cod parasite species
varies across our study area (Perdiguero-Alonso et al.
2008a) and that parasites alone have proved useful in
distinguishing cod from the NE Atlantic (PerdigueroAlonso et al. 2008b), we were confident that parasite
assemblages would contribute significantly to a multidisciplinary traceability study. Limited by the fact that
some parasites are short-lived and likely to vary annually in infection, we expected that classification by parasites alone would be greatly improved when combined with other markers.
In wild individuals, morphometric characters that
distinguished regions included the size of the eye in
addition to the shape of the belly. Since morphometric
development is determined by very diverse factors
including genetic distinctiveness of populations, presence of life age or life history variants, and number of
collection grounds in any sea basin, further interpretation of these markers would require dedicated investigation.
Our expectation for otolith microchemistry results
were based on published accounts of experimental
manipulation of water chemistry, salinity, and temperature affecting otolith composition (Bath et al. 2000,
Elsdon & Gillanders 2004, de Vries et al. 2005). Elements in the otolith are influenced in different ways,
with some showing a proportional response to environmental concentrations and some influenced by individual fish physiology and temperature. Since the fingerprint is a combination of these factors, with the otolith
core representing the area of spawning and the otolith
edge representing the most recently inhabited area,
we expected to see strong differences due to physical
factors such as lower salinity in the Baltic leading to
lower Sr and higher Ba in these fish because of the
higher terrestrial influence. We expected that the fingerprint of Icelandic cod would also be distinct because there is little evidence that these fish move into
the other basins considered in the present study.
The sensitivity of bacterial communities to environmental change has been documented for decades, and
the extension of this to traceability is a straightforward
one. An area of water the size of the northeastern
Atlantic will have a variable physicochemical environment with changing latitude, and therefore the composition of the corresponding bacterial communities
differ as a consequence of environmental changes.
Biogeographical analyses and traceability of bacterial

populations are quite commonplace in terms of infection and disease. Although biogeography of bacterial
communities over large spatial scales has not been
extensively researched, and certainly not in relation to
fish, there are examples in the published literature
(Wilson et al. 2008, Smith et al. 2009) where a relationship between the types of bacteria associated with fish
and the fish’s harvest location have been indisputably
established; their traceability is an obvious application
of this technology, as ably demonstrated in the present
study.
In undertaking this investigation we took into account logistical considerations to facilitate later application of the method in monitoring and policing commercial fisheries. We aimed to define a strategically
simple sampling protocol that could be undertaken on
board commercial vessels by non-specialists with minimal training. Fish viscera, which are usually removed
at sea in commercial operations, would be simple to
collect and ship. Similarly, gill clippings used for genetic analysis and mucous samples used for bacteriology are easily collected and stored in small vials without affecting the appearance or value of commercially
caught fish. In defining a specific series of markers
(Table 5), we have provided a number of methods of
accurately placing cod from this region. For example,
in determining if a fish is of wild or farmed origin it is
sufficient to examine its body morphometry and otolith
morphometry alongside internal and external parasites
using the complete complement of markers from each
of those techniques. Alternatively, one might look at
our 9 microsatellite loci along with a single body metric (in this case the distance from eye orbit to snout tip;
see supplement for diagram), the core concentration of
magnesium from the otolith and a selection of key parasite species. We understand, however, that given the
spatial and temporal limitations of this research, more
specific baseline data would need to be collected and
regularly updated.
Although the techniques used here are not new, with
the exception of the microbiological technique (Wilson
et al. 2008, Smith et al. 2009), our integrated approach
showed that even more powerful traceability can be
achieved for a single fish species using multivariate
analyses. Indeed, most of the techniques used here
have a long and distinguished history as tools for discrimination of fishes (Campana & Thorrold 2001,
Hansen et al. 2001, MacKenzie 2002). Although the
variables required for classification could differ, as
may the geographical scale, this multivariate approach
can be readily adapted to other fish and shellfish species and can protect consumers from inappropriate
labelling of the origin of seafood. Given that areas protected from fishing continue to be established, classification of individual fish to harvest locations could en-
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hance enforcement of fishing bans, required for the
recovery of depleted stocks (Pauly et al. 2002, Power et
al. 2005, Sale et al. 2005).
It is important to note that this research considered
individuals from the northeast Atlantic region only. It
has been seen, however, that in at least in some respects there is little differentiation between cod from
across the Atlantic Ocean (e.g. Pampoulie et al. 2008).
It would be very informative to apply this approach to
a greater area and attempt to distinguish eastern from
western Atlantic cod.
In conclusion, our multivariate approach to classification was reliable and stable across both seasons and
years. This represents a crucial step towards setting a
legal standard for identifying the harvest location of a
fish, be it a determination of wild or farmed origin, or
the specific population of origin.
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